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Distribution and Abundance
The recent publication of the “Atlas of larger moths of Britain and Ireland” contains detailed
information about changes in distribution and abundance of the British Pug species. As
expected, there are some significant changes over the recording period of 1970 to 2016.
The distribution trends are based on 1km squares, and subject to complex statistical analysis
to minimise bias due to the uneven and changing distribution of recorders. The abundance
trends are taken from fixed Rothamsted sampling traps. The data for pugs was only analysed
from 1986 onwards owing to inconsistencies in identification of this group in the earlier years
of the Rothamsted study.
The scarcer species cannot be included in the analysis because of a paucity of records
Distribution trends
Increase:

Seventeen species showed an increase distribution , the top four being
Freyer’s/Edinburgh at +216% , Golden-rod at +199%, Mottled at +171% and
Double-striped at +165%

Decrease:

Thirteen species showed a decrease, the top five being Netted at -95%,
Bilberry at -89% ,Plain at -89%, Angle-barred at- 83% and Toadflax at -76%

Abundance trends
Increase:

Only four species showed a significant increase of the 30-year period. Doublestriped at +220%, Green at +85%, Golden-rod at+ 69%, and Ochreous at
+66%.

Decrease:

Twenty pugs showed a decrease, the top six being Maple at -88%, Bordered at
-87%, Juniper at -84%, Toadflax at -83% and Tawny-speckled at -81%
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New for the region
70.164

Pauper / Fletcher’s Pug Eupithecia egenaria

First record for Cheshire and North-west England.
7.6.18 a worn specimen at light Alsager (Mike Dale) confirmed by dissection.
14.5.19 Pauper Pug from Paul Hopkins at Bromborough. Posted on Pugs in Flight Facebook
group and confirmed by two experienced recorders. This is the second record for Cheshire
and the North-west.
10.7.19 Third Record Alsager (Mike Dale)
This very local Pug is spreading north from its stronghold of north Norfolk and the Wyre
Valley. Larval foodplant, flowers of Lime trees

Pauper’s Pug. A large weakly marked pug. (25mm)
Note the wide pale cross band beyond the prominent discal spot (Paul Hopkins)

70.159 Cypress Pug Eupithecia phoeniceata
30.8.19 At a house light at Elton. Steve Holmes. Photo confirmation.
First for Cheshire and North-west England. This is a big jump from is previously known
northerly location of Warwickshire. More maybe expected.

Cypress Pug. A distinctively marked medium sized pug (20mm) (Steve Holmes)

Notable recent records 2018-19
70.143

Sloe Pug Pasiphilia chloerata

Though there are few new records, these confirm it is quite widespread through targeted
seaching for larva on blackthorn blossom.
Cheshire

Sutton Reservoir, Macclesfield Forest. Larva beaten from Blackthorn on 3.5.18
bred through, emerged 23.5.18 (S. Hind and B. Smart).
Wrenbury. One disturbed from Blackthorn 3.6.18 (S. Hind)
Swettenham 17.4.19 and Handforth 22.4.19 both larval records (S. Hind)

Lancashire

Two records at light, Tarleton 30.5.18 (R. Pyefinch) and Warton Crag 15.6.18 (J.
Patton)

Cumbria

One record. Meal Bank, north of Kendal 3.6.18 at light. (P. Hopkins.)

70.145 Bilberry Pug Pasiphilia debiliata
It is remarkable that until 2008 there were no records for NW England save for a pre-1900
record from Chat Moss, South Lancashire. There are now records from Cheshire in five sites,
Lancashire in three and Cumbria five.
I am sure it has not spread but just been overlooked. Now that its favoured habitat of Bilberry
in light woodland cover has been explored, more and more sites are being discovered. Some
have been disturbed by day, found at rest on tree trunks or easily netted at dusk in the right
habitat. Just a few are light trap records.
Cheshire

Third, fourth and fifth for the county. Brushes Valley, Stalybridge (SJ9999),
where Ben Smart found four larvae on 12.5.18 all bred through and emerged
between 30.5 and 2.6.18. This area was badly damaged by fire in June18.
Mow Cop (SJ8657). 25.6.18 Daytime observation. (S. Hind)
Norley Moss (SJ552721). 17.7.18 at light. (G. Osborn), a second site for the
Delamere forest region.
Two new sites in 2019 were 26.6.19 Bradford Lodge Farm Wood, Alderley Edge
(S. Hind) and 28.6.19 Wildboarclough (S. Hind)

Lancashire

Birk Bank Wood, Quernmore. 20+ netted at dusk 25.6.18 (B Hancock and J
Patton) represents a second site for Lancashire. Six netted at the same site on
7.7.19 (B.H.)
Third site for Lancashire was on Longridge Fell 23.7.19 ( D. Lambert)

Cumbria

70.148

Found more extensively throughout the woodland at Roudsea that previously
realized by dusking, Heath traps and sheet & light traps. 26.6.18 ( B. Hancock,
N. Voaden and S. Benner). Several at light on 11.7.18 (N. Voaden).

Maple Pug Eupithecia inturbata

There has be a significant increase in records with new site appearing each year in Cheshire.
This does suggest that it is spreading north though undoubtedly recorders are more aware of
unusual pugs and more readily seek help from county recorders. In Lancashire it is probably

a scarce overlooked resident though more records may well come from South Lancashire if
mature Field Maple trees are located and targeted.
Cheshire

Recorded at five new sites in 2018 and a further eight in 2019 bringing the
total to 23 sites for the county all since its first discovery in 2006.

Lancashire

Third record for the county, since the first two in 2012. Longridge 20.7.19 (D.
Lambert) gen. det. female (S. Palmer).

Cumbria

Confirmed at its known site at Beetham just over the border from Lancashire, with two at a Heath trap placed under a Field Maple tree on 24.7.18 (B.
Hancock, N. Voaden) and one netted under the largest Field Maple on 5.8.19
(B. Hancock).

70.149

Cloaked Pug Eupithecia arbietaria

This large distinctive pug remains scarce and elusive with new records only from Lancashire
in the last two years. Its preferred habitats of coniferous forests containing Spruce are rarely
trapped. Many of our records are of worn specimens that have presumably wandered from
their primary habitat.
Cheshire

No records

Lancashire

One new record in 2017 Formby 21.6.17 (R. Walker) and two new records for
2018 bringing the total to five county records since 2000.
One in a Heath trap at Warton Crag 21.7.18 (J. Patton) and one in garden trap
at Preston 1.6.18 (S. Palmer) were both very worn specimens. None in 2019.

Cumbria

No records.

70.150 Toadflax Pug Eupithecia linariata
Toadflax Pug has always been a scarce species only recorded with any regularity at Heysham
Nature Reserve and Walney Island Observatory. It is now rarely recored from the three
counties. Is it genuinely becoming rare or are stricter criteria in place for accept records of this
species that is closely resembles the common Foxglove Pug? Probably a combination of both
factors.
Cheshire

No records for 2018 one record from 2019 Bromborough 30.8.19 (P. Hopkins)

Lancashire

No confirmed records for 2018 but three locations in 2019.

Cumbria

One record from Walney Island on 1.7.18, a known location.

70.154

Marsh Pug Eupithecia pygmaeata

A day flying pug that has always been infrequently recorded, sometime appearing at new
sites that have been well covered by recorders of butterflies and moths for many years.
Cheshire

No new records in 2018 and 2019.

Lancashire

One record from a site that used to produce many records in former years. Ash
Hill, Flixton 18.5.19 ( Kevin MacCabe).

Cumbria

Two new sites, Newbiggin crags SD 551 787, 8.6.18 photographed by roadside
car park during daytime (B. Dyson). This is the first record for an elevated
limestone pavement area.
Arnside Knott Cumbria 22.6.19 Daytime (C. Lewis) specimen Illustrated on his
website britishlepidoptera.weebly.com

Marsh Pug on Mouse ear. Newbiggin crags, South Cumbria 8.6.18 (Barry Dyson)

70.115

Netted Pug Eupithecia venosata

Though there are scattered older records across all three counties the only strongholds now
are Hilbre island and the Arnside and Silverdale area of outstanding beauty where it has been
recorded in garden traps or lighted window by six local recorders in the last two years.
Cheshire

The well know site of Hilbre Island produced the only records for 2018. Five
attracted to light 27-29.5.18

Lancashire

Netted at dusk at its usual site near Carnforth on 11.6.18 and recorded at light
in gardens at Silverdale and Yealand Conyers. In 2019 not found at its usual
site near Carnforth but two records came from a Warton Garden, a new site
10.6 19 and 26.6.19 (P. Stevens)

Cumbria

Two new sites. Storth at light 1.6.18 (I. Mower) and in 2019 Carr Bank, Arnside
at a lighted window 19.6.19 (S. Benner).
Holm Park Fell NR near Burton-in-Kendal. One on 14.6.18 and 7.6.19 at light. (R.
Fellows)
Two searches after dusk at a site with plentiful Sea Campion at the Arnside
Railway embankment were negative in late-May and mid-June 2019.
One further site is across the Kent estuary at Allithwaite. Discovered in 2012
has produced records by dusking around bladder campion growing in a
garden each year with an exceptionally early record at a lighted window
nearby on 1.5.20 (M. Chadwick)

70.158

Juniper Pug Eupithecia pusillata

All three counties have seen a reduction in numbers over the last decade. An interesting
observation is that specimens from my garden in North Lancashire all have a distinctive dark
patches in the forewing whilst five netted around juniper bushes on limestone pavement
only five miles away all had a very plain appearance as shown in the photographs below.
Cheshire

Looking at the number of records by decade, the decline can be seen clearly.
1990-1999 (248 records) 2000-2009 (187 records) 2010-2019 (47 records)

Lancashire

In the last decade it as all but disappeared from VC59 in the south and in VC60
apart from a few records from North Preston is still regularly recorded in the
Warton, Conyers and Silverdale areas.

Cumbria

From the relatively few records it difficult to determine any trend but it is still
easily captured around wild juniper bushes.

Juniper Pug. A typical specimen from a Yealand Conyers garden

Juniper Pug netted around Juniper on Hutton Roof. 23.7.19 South Cumbria

70.169

Angle-barred Pug Eupithecia innotata

There is a good scattering of older records throughout the three counties but lately it has
been rarely recorded. This is in keeping with the severe long-term decrease in distribution
recorded in the new “Atlas of the Larger Moths of Britain and Ireland.”
Cheshire

No records in 2018 or 2019

Lancashire

None for 2018 and one for 2019, Gait Barrows on 23.7.19 (J. Patton)

Cumbria

Three new sites: St Bees 18.7.17 at light, (N.Voaden), a worn specimen netted
at Scout scar above Kendal 18.7.18 (B. Hancock) and Storth garden trap 20.6.19
(I. Mower)

Angle-barred Pug. Storth Cumbria 20.6.19 24mm

A worn Angle-barred Pug. Scout scar Kendal Cumbria 25mm. 18.7.18

70.175 Triple-spotted Pug Eupithecia trisignaria
This remains an elusive species with a few new records including the first for North Cumbria
VC70. Angelica growing in damp woodland seems the most favoured location.
Cheshire

Three records Elton on 17.7.18 and 3.8.18 and 10.7.19 at light. (S.Holmes) and
Davenham 26.7.18 at light.(G.Osborn)

Lancashire

No records for 2018 or 2019.

Cumbria

Vouchers for VC70 Braithwaite How (NY231241) 12.7.18 and two at Great
Wood, Derwent Water 27.7.18 both at light (P. Macqueen). Confirmed by
photographs and dissection (B. Hancock).

Triple-spotted Pug Braithwaite Cumbria.16.7.18 (P.Macqueen) First record for VC 70.

70.177

Satyr Pug Eupithecia satyrata

Considering the number of old records for Cumbria followed by a long interval without
records, it is gratifying that it being re-discovered on several widely scattered sites. Several
are daytime observations in keeping with its record as one of the two day flying pugs. It
remains elusive in Lancashire and Cheshire. The new atlas of Larger Moths of Britain and
Ireland records that the Satyr has suffered a severe reduction in abundance and distribution
since 1970.
Cheshire

No records

Lancashire

No records

Cumbria

Four new sites two of which were daytime observations. Halsenna Moor
12.7.18 at light. Photo (N. Voaden), a late date but ID is certain.
Glasson Moss. Solway estuary. 14.5.18 daytime photo, flying among heather,
damp lowland heath. (N. Voaden)
Upper Mungrisdale NY316 331 23.5.19 (R. Petley-Jones). Confirmed by photo.
Taken during the day in Heather and Juniper habitat.
Great Calva (Skiddaw area) 24.6.19 (C. Lewis) see his website britishlepidoptera.weebly.com

Satyr Pug. Upper Murgrisdale, Cumbria 23.5.19 (R. Petley-Jones)

Satyr Pug. Halsenna Moor Cumbria 12.7.18 (N. Voaden)

70.180

Bleached Pug Eupithecia expellida

Currently still only known from one site in the North West.
Lancashire

Gait Barrows. Two at a Heath trap on the open limestone pavement on 7.8.19
(J. Patton) but none found by dusking at the best old site with a good concentration of Goldenrod (J. Patton & B. Hancock). One final instar larva found at the
back of the barn. This location had the greatest concentration of Goldenrod
after a long search on 23.9.19 throughout the reserve.

Bleached Pug ex larva Gait Barrows.

Bleached Pug Larva Gait Barrows 23.9.19

70.181 Valerian Pug Eupithecia valerianata
Cheshire

No records

Lancashire

Confirmed from its known site at Docker Moor Pond (P. Marsh) and Lancaster
canal, Yealand Conyers in June 18 (B. Hancock)

Cumbria

No records.

70.189

Shaded Pug Eupithecia subumbrata

As expected, with increasing awareness this pug has been found at several new sites in Lancashire and Cumbria, mostly coastal but including three new inland locations.
Cheshire

The last record was in Bromborough in 1925.

Lancashire

Three recorded at light from 29.5-11.6.18 Ainsdale Dunes (R. Moyes). Three
at the known Middleton site near Heysham netted at dusk on 31.5.18. Larva
collected from this site on 5.8.17, adult emerged on 1.6.18 (B. Hancock). One in
garden Heath trap on 29.6.19 Yealand Conyers (B. Hancock); the first for SD57.

Cumbria

New sites: Drigg 13.6.17 (A. King), Beckermet, near St Bees, Garden Trap 27.6.18
(N. Voaden), Halsenna Moor 2.7.18 and White scar, Whitbarrow at light 6.7.18
(N. Voaden). The last two are the only inland records on the Cumbria database
and both are the end of the usual flight season (first three weeks in June).

Potential New Species for
Lancashire
70.179

Ling Pug Eupithecia goossensiata

The Wormwood Pug Eupithecia absinthiata (named after one of its food plants) is a fairly
common species throughout Lancashire flying from mid-June to mid-August. For a long time,
it has been known that a similar smaller moth can be found in heathery habitats. In Victorian
times it was named the Ling Pug Eupithecia goossensiata (after a French naturalist) and considered a separate species by many authorities. Its true status has been much debated and the
current British consensus is that the Ling Pug is just a heathland form of the Wormwood Pug.

Wormwood Pug 24mm wingspan. From Bolton Le Sands ex larva on Ragwort

Ling Pug 20mm wingspan. Netted at Roudsea 8.8.2016

Now a recently published monumental book “The Geometrid Moths of Europe” Vol. 6 (see
detailed Review in Atropos No 65. p52-55) has elevated the Ling Pug to a full species based
on constant differences in DNA bar codes in the two ‘species’, including British specimens.
So how can the Ling Pug be recognised? Size is important, the Ling Pug has a 18-21 mm
wingspan whereas the Wormwood is 22-26 mm. The latter is reddish brown, the Ling more
greyish with less strong markings. Habitat preference is different as Ling Pug larvae feed on
Heather and Wormwood larvae on a variety of herbaceous plants, e.g. Artemisia species (such
as Wormwood), Yarrow, Goldenrod and Ragwort. Unfortunately, there seems to be no differences in the genitalia.
I have not seen upland specimens from Lancashire so cannot speak from experience but a
small series I collected from Roudsea Mosses NNR in South Cumbria conform to the description of Ling Pug as shown below.
The comparison is not strictly accurate as the Ling Pug is somewhat worn. There are good
photos of the two under Wormwood Pug on ukmoths.org.uk
I would be very pleased to see any photographs of suspected Ling Pug, either posted on the
Lancashire Facebook page or direct to me at hancockb410@gmail.com. Please do remember
to quote wingspan and habitat.
As for recording, we suspect an amendment to the ABH classification will be forthcoming
once a formal assessment has been made, but for now it would seem sensible for us all to add
a note in the Comments column of MapMate, or the spreadsheets, to specify which of these
two pug ‘species’ we consider the record applies to.

70.174 Pinion-spotted Pug Eupithecia insigniata
This exceeding scarce pug is associated with ancient Hawthorn hedgerow and orchards. It
occurs sporadically south-east of a line between the River Severn and the Humber. Just five
miles east of the Lancashire border, at a garden near Gargrave in North Yorkshire, this moth
has been recorded in three consecutive years during May (A. Rhodes).

Pinion-spotted Pug specimen from the Abruzzo National Park, Italy 23.5.19 (Brian Hancock)

And don’t forget, the book of the “Pug Moths of North-west England”, published by the Lancashire & Cheshire Fauna Society is still available from the secretary, Dave Bickerton (email: sec@
lacfs.org.uk) or NHBS (www.nhbs.com), price £15. (Half price to members of the Lancashire &
Cheshire Fauna Society. www.lacfs.org.uk)
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